The Early Learning Center
Inspiring children to discover and explore their world
inside, outside, and beyond.
Lynne Mulligan and Elizabeth Turner, Early Learning Center Teachers

T

he St. Nicholas School Early Learning Center (ELC) is an engaging, Reggio-Emilia inspired,
nature-based program. Our child-centered environment focuses on developing a lifelong
love of learning in our students. Our mission is to inspire curiosity, empower children, and
immerse students in a learner-centered environment. Our program values children’s interests and
ideas as the driving force for the curriculum and enables them to construct their own learning while
using critical thinking and teamwork. This innovative learning community allows students to practice
physical and cognitive skills through problem-solving, collaboration, discovery, and creative
expression on a daily basis. Parents receive documentation showing the progress their children
are making in and out of the classroom. We focus on each individual student getting to know his or
her strengths, areas of
need, and interests which
can then be addressed
specifically through
individual instruction,
small group activities,
and classroom projects.
The ELC team works
collaboratively to guide
and engage students in
their learning experiences.
In the context of handson, experiential learning,
these young children
develop strong skills in
academic areas as they
acquire self-confidence
and discover the art of
working together as a
community.

art, music, physical education, foreign language, gardening, library skills, and
technology. At each age level, focused — but open-ended — themes ignite
curiosity and allow students to explore their many talents.

In this early learning
environment, respect,
responsibility, creativity,
and discovery lead to an
excitement and understanding of the world
around them. Our related
arts teachers enhance the
learning process through
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Reggio Emilia-Inspired, Nature-Based
Our learning environment consists of three teachers – the classroom educators, the students, and the environment. The third
teacher, the environment, is a powerful one and consists of “inside” (our classroom),” outside” (playscape), and “beyond” (St. Nicholas campus and the Chattanooga community). All are environments that welcome children to play, create, and interact with the space
around them. Our focus is on creating rich, engaging surroundings where we provide children with meaningful, hands-on learning, rather
than the stagnant rigor of rote.
Our program features the following:
● Encouraging students to think more deeply by asking
provocative questions
● Providing a variety of materials, including many natural items,
to explore and discover
● Treating children as active collaborators in their learning
● Promoting open-ended, child-initiated play that paves the way
for higher-order thinking
● Honoring the children’s ideas and thoughts
● Nurturing children’s relationship with nature in order to
cultivate wonder and curiosity
● Listening deeply to children because every child deserves to
be seen and heard as a valuable community member
● Trusting children with the time and space they need to thrive

Learning Infused with Passion and Play

Education is alive and constantly changing, and it requires intentionality and passion. Play is the work of children, and it is the way
that learning becomes not a chore, but a way of life. Our teachers are guides, nurturers, and partners in the learning process as they
encourage children’s interests and facilitate short- and long- term projects and activities. The role of teachers is to spark curiosity, inspire
wonder, and encourage independent learning. Teachers create an environment that inspires students as independent thinkers as they
discover, explore, and engage in meaningful play. Children are encouraged to safely take risks without fear of failure.
In classroom stations, students are encouraged to think creatively. They are involved in problem-solving, cognition building,
engineering play, and collaboration. Children consistently show that they are competent, creative and curious. The curriculum focuses on
following the children’s interests as well as teaching developmentally appropriate skills.
During daily activities, the students learn about collecting information and documenting their observations. This documentation
allows teachers to identify strengths, ideas, and next steps to support the learning process. Teachers observe and listen to the children’s
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Annual Report of Giving 2018-2019
Every gift to St. Nicholas counts ...
Whether the gift is large or small, your gift illustrates your confidence in our educational program and
mission. The St. Nicholas community of donors – alumni, parents, parents of alumni, grandparents, trustees,
faculty, staff and friends – all help enhance our school and help close the gap between the cost of tuition and
the complete cost of our unique program. Thank you for your generosity.

CASH / CREDIT
CARD GIFTS

questions, ideas, and theories and then use these cues to plan activities and projects. The program emphasizes hands-on learning,
exploration, discovery, creative thinking, station activities, group projects, and activities involving a variety of learning styles.
Giving children daily time outdoors is a fundamental need for health and well-being. Outdoor exploration in our playscape and
nature trail fosters creativity using many natural items, including stumps, pieces of wood, water, dirt, and sand. Using wood, the
students construct catapults, seesaws, inclined
planes, log cabins, balance beams, and devices to
carry water. Water is used for making mud pies,
exploring theories involving sinking versus floating,
creating waterfalls, collecting and pouring, mixing
solutions, and moving objects from one spot to another. Children also use other materials such as
gutters and balls to explore the ideas of motion,
friction, simple machines, and velocity. During our
nature walks, children investigate their surroundings
and develop skills such as climbing, balancing,
jumping, hopping, lifting, digging, and building. They
learn by doing and creatively figuring out the best
ways to accomplish their goals, and they develop
persistence by working cooperatively and
communicating with each other.
Documentation is another key component of
our ELC program. Teachers are constantly observing,
creating notes for each child’s progression in various
skills, taking photographs, and saving samples of
each child’s work. Pictures, children’s quotes, and
narratives describing activities are posted in the
hallways and classrooms to enhance the learning
process. This documentation serves not only to
inform parents but also to demonstrate to the
children that their learning is valuable, each activity
has importance, and their voices are celebrated.
We are learning from each other, and our days
are infused with joy and passion as children are
learning to work and play together, to cooperate,
and to immerse themselves in a rich environment
full of natural learning opportunities.
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Thank you for your gifts to St. Nicholas!

The majority of gifts to
St. Nicholas are in the form
of cash, check or credit card.
Credit cards accepted include
Visa, MasterCard, Discover
and American Express. Gifts
can also be made online
at stns.org.

STOCK GIFTS

By giving appreciated
long-term stock directly to
St. Nicholas, you may receive
a charitable income tax
deduction for the full value
of the stock.

Class of 2019 Annual Trip to St. Mary's

MATCHING GIFTS

More than 1,000 companies match donations made by their employees and retirees to independent schools. The value of
an individual’s gift can be doubled – even tripled – through corporate matching gifts. Since matching gifts must be initiated
by the donor, please inquire whether your employer has such a program.

PLANNED GIFTS AND BEQUESTS

Legacy Society

The St. Nicholas
was established to acknowledge alumni, parents and friends who have included
St. Nicholas School as a beneficiary in their estate plans. Testamentary designations can be by amount or as a percentage
of the estate value.
St. Nicholas School is a 501(c) non-profit. Therefore, gifts are tax deductible.
You can make a pledge and pay in one sum or in multiple payments. Our fiscal year
ends on June 30th each year.
For more information, or to make a gift, please visit stns.org, or contact St. Nicholas at
(423) 899-1999.
We have made every effort to accurately compile our lists of donors. If you are omitted or listed incorrectly, please contact Shannon
Edmondson in the Development Office and accept our sincere apologies.
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